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The Skyâ€™s the LimitÂ Ikki Minami looked up to the skies since he was a kid, dreaming of a

freedom that defied definitionâ€¦until he caught a glimpse of a mysterious and beautiful Air Trek

rider, whose aerial acrobatics ignited his ephemeral dream into a blazing inferno of ambition. Now

he is determined to use Air Treks to fly, uninhibited by the laws of gravity, and make his dream a

reality. But the world of Air Treks is fraught with danger and deception. Will Ikki fly freely, or will his

wings get cut before he can take flight?
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To the previous reviewer: huh? Why'd you whip out a college-level thesaurus to write a review? It's

a manga. About inline skating. Seriously, Air Gear is a fun series, and the key to enjoying it is...not

taking it too seriously!Okay, so what's Air Gear about? Like most shounen manga, there's warriors

and fights, team matches and techniques and backstories and "getting stronger". Think Naruto. With

more skating and boobies. "Airtrekking"is an x-treme sport where skaters wear high-tech skates and

then battle in teams for territory and fame. In the first volume, Ikki Minami is a 13-year-old junior high

gangleader, the hailed "Babyface" of East Side. He suffers a humiliating defeat by the Stormrider

(air-trekking) gang "Skull Saders," who then go on to target the friends and classmates he can't

protect. His foster family, the Namayoma sisters,(notably Ringo, Ikki's bespectcled childhood

friend)mysteriously reveal themselves as the legendary "Sleeping Forest," assisting Ikki in entering

the Airtrek world to redeem his pride. Meanwhile, they keep the true nature of their Stormrider



identities sercret. But could Ikki be significant to the Air Trek world in a deeper way than first

percieved?...Oh!Great is an amazingly gifted mangaka, who, like his characters who hope to "fly" in

the sky, does not limit himself. He is the rare talent who can appeal to a reader in every conceivable

way. In Air Gear, there's comradery and friendship, fanservice that'll get both boys' and girls'

attention, great fashion illustrations, and furious action scenes. Few are as skillful at anatomy as

Oh!Great, who uses his skating theme to depict the human body with such fluid grace it looks like

visual poetry on the page. (great for artists looking for references or inspiration.
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